Spot In Residence * Traveling Tech Opportunities for Schools
Hello from Code & Circuit of Amesbury. We have exciting news: we are expanding to offer
school partnerships, including engagement with Spot, our Boston Dynamics robotic dog! Code
& Circuit recognizes that expanding tech education is essential in order to prepare our youth for
the future, and we find ways to incorporate SEL and brain-based learning into sessions.
Outreach to schools in Amesbury, Newburyport, Newbury, Malden, Dorchester, and Haverhill
began in May of 2021 and have received overwhelmingly positive feedback. Each Spot in
Residence Interactive session includes time with Spot, our robotic dog; coding; grade-level
appropriate robotics; and brain-based learning activities.Through these school visits and
outreach,t we aim to empower educators and local youth with an experience that will inspire
growing interest in tech-based fields. We are moving forward with discounted pricing to local
schools.
As a young nonprofit, Code & Circuit began as a very small computer education program.. To
realize our vision, we want to plant seeds for expanding interest in computers and robotics and
that will grow into greater participation in Computer Science education. We look to move
beyond merely providing access to technology resources - we strive to provide inspiration and
tap into the genius that each child possesses. Facilitating innovative technology sessions and
offering related technology-oriented pedagogical practices to schools can enhance learning and
transform student and educator experiences.
We hope to partner with you and we are offering a menu of programs for schools at the rates
listed below.. Visits can include student workshops as well as educator training. Schools can
personalize the visit to target the content and grade levels they wish to focus on.
Our initial offerings are as follows (inquire for Week in Residence discount):

$100
● $600
● $1,100
●

Informal visit with Spotv at the school during arrival or dismissal
Half Day Spot In Residence, with several personalized sessions
Full Day Spot in Residence with multiple tech, coding, robotics, and
animation for Grades K-6

Contact Lori directly to reserve your date! 207-409-8892; lori@codeandcircuit.org.
Kind regards,
Dr. Lori Towle

Dr. Lori Towle

Executive Director of Code & Circuit

lori@codeandcircuit.org

